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Basic terms

Outlet velocities

Sizing of inject outlets
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The exit velocity through the orifices has great 

influence on the degree of mixing with the room air 

achieved, and the throw gained. The pattern of the 

holes is standardized, so that a given static pressure 

always gives the same exit velocity (However, as 

always options are possible, please call us if you 

have a application calling for a non-standard 

selection).

Inlet surface

EURO AIR has determined the standard diameter 

and the pattern of the holes. A change in the orifice 

surface can only be made by changing the number 

of hole rows (as a rule, but options are possible, see 

above). Euro Air uses the number of hole rows as a 

parameter for the orifice surface.

Air volume

Normally the air volume given is for the entire 

length of the outlet. However, the possibility also 

exists that the Inject outlet is used for part air 

transfer, and part introduction of inlet air. In this 

case, the outlet diameter must be sized for the total 

airflow, whilst the number of hole rows is found 

using only the “inject part” of the air flow.

Air inlet direction

The orientation of the orifices can be givven as aces can be g

vector, or alternatively as a time (O’clock)). In ourime (O’cloc

standard 12:00 equals 0 / 360 degrees, 15:000 equalsdegrees, 1

90 degrees, 18:00 equals 180 degrees, etcc.0 degrees, e

The orientation of orifices is alwayss alwaysorifices 
given with refencee as:
Section view: Seen into ouutlet in en into o
direction of airfloow.

Products

EURO AIR uses the following materials for Injejectterials for Iollowing m

Socks:

Polyester weave, coated on both sides, airttight,oth sides, acoated on 

fireclass B2 (DIN 44102).

Polyester weave, coated on both sides, airtight, selfairtight, selfboth sides,e, coated o

extinguishing material, fireeclass B1 (material, fi DINN 4102)D     .      

Sizing of outlets with sewn-in slot diffusers
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Necessary data: Example:

Given:

Solution:

Calculation Inject outlets

EURO AIR recommend to work with a static 

pressure inside bracket 70 to 120 Pa and to 

keep inlet velocities below 8 m/s. If these 

values are exceeded, please contact your local 

EURO AIR office, who will help you by finding 

the correct solution.

Half round inject outlets

The half round Inject outlets differs only by 

it’s shape from the round Inject outlet, so only 

when sizing diameter, please turn to charts 

10,11 or 12 instead of 3,4 or 5.

Euro Air Special service

As for the slot diffuser outlets, we have the 

experience and software needed to simulate 

air velocities at any given distance from the 

outlet. Please do not hesitate to call us, we will 

be only too happy to provide this service. 



Air flow patterns, inject outlets

Sizing, Chart 16
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Selecting number of hole rows

Sizing, Chart 17
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Orientation of hole rows

Sizing, Chart 18
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